Do seawater intrusion events affect the treatment
performance of aerobic granular sludge systems?
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Introduction

Methodology
v An AGS reactor was operated for 232 days in sequencing batch mode with 8 cycles per day.
Air In

v In coastal environments, especially under the high tide levels, the
occurrence of seawater intrusion can directly affect the wastewater
composition of the nearby wastewater treatment plants (WWTP);
v Aerobic granular sludge (AGS) systems are robust treatment
processes, presenting excellent nutrient removal ability, high
biomass retention, and tolerance to toxic compounds;
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v The daily variation of salinity levels in wastewater can affect the
biological removal processes in WWTPs, a phenomenon scarcely
explored for granular sludge systems.
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Chemical analysis

Granular structure evaluation

Liquid samples were collected from the reactor during three
moments: feeding, the beginning of aeration, and effluent
withdrawal.

Bacterial granular biomass was collected during reactor
operation to assess biomass morphological changes.

Effluent

v Adoption of AGS systems in WTTP is growing worldwide;
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Determination of nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and
carbon (C) content through photometry techniques.

Results and discussion

Stage I:
v Removal of the NH4+ in the WW improved
over time during salt stepwise increase and
was then mostly consumed by the end of the
stage (data not shown).
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Stage II:
v NH4+ was totally removed, showing that
nitrification was not affected by the salt
content fluctuations along each day.
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Stage I:
v PO43- removal was unstable during this
stage. Biomass gradually adapted to the
presence of salts and by the end of the stage,
PO43- was mainly consumed (data not
shown).
Stage II:
v AGS biomass was efficient in removing
PO43- present in influent WW.
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v Overall, the performance of the AGS
biomass in removing the carbon (C) content
of the influent WW was almost identical in
both stages, slightly improving in stage II.
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Nutrients dynamic over the 3 h-cycle on
day-203 (stage II):
v Nitrification occurred, as the NH4+ in
wastewater was converted to NO2-,
and then converted to NO3-;
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v Regarding PO43- levels, at the end of
the anaerobic phase an increase was
observed, which promptly decreased
during the aerobic phase of the cycle.
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Bacterial granules structure and morphology

AGS nutrient removal performance
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v During stage I, most of the granules were darker, round-shaped, in comparison
to the stage II, the granules presented a sand-tone, with different shapes;
v The tidal cycle events did not compromise the granulation process, as biomass
washout or granules disintegration did not occur along stage II.

Conclusions
v The AGS reactor treating wastewater with variable salts content due to tidal cycle
events was efficient in N, P, and C removal, showing a better removal performance in
comparison to the salt stepwise increase stage;
v Bacterial granules structure was not affected by seawater intrusion in wastewater, as
the granulation process continued to occur;
v The AGS system’s capacity to deal with daily variable seawater levels in wastewater
highlight the flexibility of the technology to adapt to seawater intrusion events, which
is promising for WWTP utilities situated along the coast.
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